Abstract-We address the problem of information brokerage, where information consumers search for the data acquired by information producers. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no retrieval-guaranteed location-aware information brokerage scheme with a bounded data retrieval path length and bounded replication and retrieval message overhead costs available for use in 3D wireless ad hoc networks to date. In this paper, we propose a novel location-aware information brokerage scheme, termed LAIB, where the network area is divided into cube grids, and data are replicated and retrieved in the hashed geographic location in each grid designated by the producer and the consumer, respectively. In LAIB, a polylogarithmic number of grids are designated by the producer and by the consumer, and at least one grid, whose distance from the grid of the consumer is smaller than the distance from the grid of the consumer to the grid of the producer, is designated by both the producer and the consumer. Simulations show that, as the network area is divided into a moderate number of grids, LAIB has good performance in term of retrieval latency stretch while ensuring moderate replication memory, replication message, and retrieval message overhead costs.
Introduction
A wireless ad hoc network is composed of several nodes, each of which is equipped with a wireless transceiver to communicate with others via peer-to-peer transmission. In our daily lives, a wide range of applications exist for wireless ad hoc networks, including disaster relief, conference, environmental monitoring, forest fire detection, and so on. Recently, many routing protocols have been proposed [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] for wireless ad hoc networks, each of which requires a reliable information brokerage scheme that can provide the source node with the location information of the destination node. In this paper, since the popularity of GPS has facilitated the use of GPS in information brokerage schemes, we undertake the development of location-aware information brokerage schemes in wireless ad hoc networks.
In an information brokerage scheme, the nodes that collect or generate the data (the producers) replicate the data to some nodes (the brokers) in the network, and the nodes interested in the data (the consumers) retrieve the data of interest from the brokers. In the literature, many 2D location-aware information brokerage schemes, such as GLS [8] , GHT [9] , FMMS [10] , TTDD [11] , ALS [12] , Double Rulings [13] , XYLS [14] , iMesh [15] , and DRACA [16] , have been proposed. Note that FMMS, Double Rulings, XYLS, iMesh, and DRACA each are distance-sensitive, in which the length of the data retrieval path for a consumer is proportional to the distance between the producer and the consumer.
Many wireless ad hoc networks have been deployed in 3D space recently, such as in an ocean, in outer space, or on a building surface [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Recently, many 3D geographic routing protocols [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] have been proposed; each of them requires a 3D retrievalguaranteed location-aware information brokerage scheme so that the source node can always retrieve the location information of the destination node, where an information brokerage scheme is said to be retrieval-guaranteed if for each producerconsumer pair, the set of nodes in which the data are replicated and the set of nodes in which the data are retrieved have at least one node in common so that the consumer can always retrieve the data of the producer whenever no packet loss occurs. However, the existing 2D location-aware information brokerage schemes are not suitable for 3D space due to the following reasons: 1) Designating agent nodes is inefficient in 3D space: In the existing 2D location-aware information brokerage schemes, as a geographic location is appointed for the data replication (or, retrieval), the data are usually replicated (or, retrieved) in the node closest to the geographic location, which is referred to as the agent node. In a 2D plane, the node closest to a geographic location is identified by forwarding the replication (or, retrieval) message along the boundary of the hole/face containing the geographic location using the right-hand rule [27] , [28] . Note that the replication message needs to traverse all nodes on the boundary of the hole/face containing the geographic location to decide which node is closest to the geographic location. In 3D space, the number of nodes on the boundary of the hole containing a geographic location would be large, resulting in a very long data replication path for a producer in designating the agent node.
2) Two perpendicular lines cannot always intersect in 3D space: FMMS, XYLS, and iMesh ensure data retrieval and distance-sensitivity by replicating and retrieving the data along two perpendicular lines in a 2D plane. In 3D space, two perpendicular lines cannot always intersect; thus, FMMS, XYLS, and iMesh can be employed by either replicating or retrieving the data through a plane, which demands a great deal of message overhead to replicate the data for a producer or retrieve the data for a consumer. 3) Replicating or retrieving the data or setting the pointers pointing to the replica holder through a great sphere on a 4D hypersphere [29] , [30] is uneconomical: Double Rulings and DRACA map nodes in a 2D plane onto a sphere. Double Rulings replicates and retrieves the data along a great circle on the sphere. DRACA replicates the data in the node closest to the hashed geographic location (the replica holder) and sets the pointers pointing to the replica holder in all nodes on a great circle on the sphere. Double Rulings (or, DRACA) can be employed in 3D space by mapping nodes onto a 4D hypersphere and replicating and retrieving the data (or, setting the pointers pointing to the replica holder) through a great sphere on the 4D hypersphere, which incurs a considerable amount of message overhead to replicate the data for a producer and retrieve the data for a consumer (or, to set pointers for a producer).
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no retrievalguaranteed location-aware information brokerage scheme with a bounded data retrieval path length and bounded replication and retrieval message overhead costs available for use in 3D wireless ad hoc networks to date, thereby providing the motivation for this paper. The primary concept is to divide the network area into cube grids, designate grids for the data replication (or, retrieval), and replicate (or, retrieve) the data in the geographic location, which is hashed by the type of data, in the grids designated for the data replication (or, retrieval). Four concerns need to be addressed in the design of our information brokerage scheme, as outlined in the following: 1) How can the number of grids designated for the data replication (or, retrieval) be restricted such that the replication (or, retrieval) message overhead is bounded? 2) How can at least one grid, whose distance from the grid of the consumer is smaller than the distance from the grid of the consumer to the grid of the producer, be designated to both replicate and retrieve the data so that both data retrieval and distance-sensitivity are ensured? 3) How can the agent nodes be designated for specific geographic locations in 3D space? 4) How can the data be replicated (or, retrieved) to the designated grid in which no node in the 3D wireless ad hoc network exists?
We overcome the challenges presented in items 1 and 2 by proposing a replication-retrieval tree, and solve the challenges presented in items 3 and 4 by locating holes in the dual graph [23] . Table 1 summarizes the notations used in this paper. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The grid of the producer (or, the consumer).
The distance between grids g a and g b .
g.x
The x coordinate of a grid g.
x max
The maximum value of g.x of all grids g in the given network area.
T r, [a,b] The replication-retrieval tree having root r and ranging from a to b. r x A hashed integer in an interval [0, x max ] evaluated by the type of data.
The set of values of the nodes in all paths from the leaf nodes whose values equal g p .x (or, g c .x) to the root r x in T rx, [0,xmax] .
H(T )
The height of a replication-retrieval tree, T .
n lca
The least common ancestor of two leaf nodes in T r, [a,b] .
Value(n)
The value of a node, n, in a replication-retrieval tree.
S ca .x A set of all common ancestors of two leaf nodes with values g p .x and g c .x in T rx, [0,xmax] .
The number of sets S p.x containing v.
The number of leaf nodes in the subtree,
The expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer as
The expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer in units of the grid side length along the x axis as the replication-retrieval tree T is used in LAIB.
O x (T )
The expected length of a data replication path for a producer in units of the grid side length along the x axis as the replication-retrieval tree T is used in LAIB.
The expected size of S p.x as the replication-retrieval tree T is used in LAIB.
G
The unit ball graph representing the wireless ad hoc network.
The induced dual graph of a unit ball graph G.
R
The transmission range of an ad hoc node. l A constant which is set to 0.258R. ρ A constant which is set to 0.37R.
H
A hole in a dual graph.
The dual vertex with the smallest dual graph location among all dual vertices surrounding a hole H.
Related works are introduced in Section 2. A 3D locationaware information brokerage scheme, termed LAIB, based on the replication-retrieval tree is proposed in Section 3. Using theoretical analysis, LAIB is shown to guarantee data retrieval in a 3D continuous domain, and the performance of LAIB is studied in Section 4. We implement LAIB based on the dual graph, and evaluate, by simulations, the performance of LAIB in 3D wireless ad hoc networks in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, we conclude this paper with a discussion of future research in Section 7.
Related Works
GLS divides the network area into a hierarchy of squares recursively, where each square, except for the smallest squares at level 1, contains four squares at level smaller by 1 and each node is contained in one square at each level. If two squares at a level are contained in a square at level larger by 1, they are called sibling squares. The data are replicated in the node having the ID closest to that of the producer among all nodes having IDs greater than that of the producer in each sibling square of the square where the producer resides at each level. The data are retrieved by querying the node having the ID closest to that of the producer among all nodes having IDs greater than or equal to that of the producer in each square where the consumer resides in an increasing order of levels until the node with the data of interest is reached. GLS is not distance-sensitive because the length of the data retrieval path for a consumer may not be proportional to the distance between the producer and the consumer. In TTDD, a producer located in (x, y) periodically constructs a grid structure by sending a message to all nodes located in (x + i · α, y + j · α), where i and j are integers, and α denotes the side length of the grid. All nodes receiving the message are crossing points of grids in the grid structure and set to be the disseminative nodes of the producer. A consumer interested in the data of the producer sends a data query message that is relayed by a series of dissemination nodes to the producer, and the producer sends a reply message containing the data to the consumer by backtracking the path of the data query message. In ALS, a global grid structure is constructed, where the nodes closest to the grid points are grid nodes. A producer replicates its geographic location to the grid nodes in the eastern, southern, western, and northern directions of the producer's closest grid node, and a consumer retrieves the geographic location of the producer in the grid nodes in the eastern, southern, western, and northern directions of the consumer's closest grid node.
In FMMS, the producer (or, consumer) replicates (or, retrieves) the data along the eastern, southern, western, and northern directions. In XYLS, the producer replicates the data along the eastern and western directions, and the consumer retrieves the data along the southern and northern directions. Neither FMMS nor XYLS is a retrieval-guaranteed information brokerage scheme. In iMesh, the data are replicated and retrieved along the eastern, southern, western, and northern directions, where several producers have the same data, and a node stops replicating the data received if the node has the data replicated by a closer producer.
In GHT, the type of data is hashed to a geographic location using a geographic hash table, and the producer (or, consumer) replicates (or, retrieves) the data in the node closest to the hashed geographic location. Double Rulings and DRACA map each node onto a sphere and use a geographic hash table to hash the type of data to a geographic location on the sphere. In Double Rulings, the producer (or, consumer) replicates (or, retrieves) the data toward the hashed geographic location along the great circle defined by the geographic location of the producer (or, consumer) and the hashed geographic location. In DRACA, the producer replicates the data in the node closest to the hashed geographic location (the replica holder) and lets the other nodes in the great circle defined by the geographic location of the producer and the hashed geographic location have pointers pointing to the replica holder. In addition, if a certain number of data queries come from a region, the replica holder replicates the data in a node closer to the region, and lets the node be another replica holder. The consumer retrieves the data of interest by sending a data query message to the hashed geographic location. The data query message is forwarded to a replica holder if the message encounters a node having a pointer to the replica holder on the way to the hashed geographic location.
LAIB
In LAIB, the network area is divided into cube grids of size l × l × l, where a cube grid, g, with coordinates (g.x, g.y, g.z) denotes the subarea ranging from g.x × l to (g.x + 1) × l, from g.y × l to (g.y + 1) × l, and from g.z × l to (g.z + 1) × l in dimensions x, y, and z, respectively. The primary idea is to designate the grids used to replicate and retrieve the data such that at least one grid, whose distance from the grid of the consumer is smaller than the distance from the grid of the consumer to the grid of the producer, are designated by both the producer and the consumer. The data replication and retrieval scheme is introduced in Section 3.1. An LAIB example is given in Section 3.2. Necessary notations are introduced in the following.
Definition 2. A replication-retrieval tree having root r and ranging from a to b, denoted T r, [a,b] , where a ≤ r ≤ b, is a node having value r if b − a = 0, a binary tree having the root whose value equals r and whose left and right children are nodes having values a and b, respectively, if b − a = 1, and a binary tree having the root whose value equals r and whose left and right children are replication-retrieval trees T ⌈ a+r 2 ⌉, [a,r] and T ⌈ r+b 2 ⌉, [r,b] , respectively, otherwise.
The Scheme
The producer replicates the data, and the consumer retrieves the data of interest in the following four steps. First, the producer (or, consumer) evaluates a hashed geographic location in a grid by the type of data (or, the type of data of interest). Second, the producer (or, consumer) constructs 
An LAIB Example
Let p be a producer in the grid with coordinates (9, 6, 3) and c in the grid with coordinates (15, 1, 1) be a consumer interested in the data of producer p in a network area, where the maximum value of g.x (x max ), the maximum value of g.y (y max ), and the maximum value of g.z (z max ) of all grids g are 21, 6, and 5, respectively. Because r x is evaluated by the type of the data of producer p, r x evaluated by producer p is the same as that evaluated by consumer c. Therefore, T r x ,[0,x max ] constructed by producer p is the same as that constructed by consumer c, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Due to the same reason,
constructed by producer p is the same as that constructed by consumer c, as shown in Fig. 1(b) (or, Fig. 1(c) 
Observe that consumer c can obtain the data of producer p at the hashed geographic location in the grid with coordinates (14, 3, 2) whose distance from the grid of consumer c (the grid with coordinates (15, 1, 1)) is smaller than the distance from the grid of consumer c to the grid of producer p (the grid with coordinates (9, 6, 3)), as described in Theorem 3 in the next section.
The Analysis
LAIB is first shown to guarantee data retrieval in a 3D continuous domain in Section 4.1. Subsequently, the performance of LAIB is studied in Section 4.2.
LAIB Retrieval Guarantee
, a predicate, equals 1 if a = b, and equals 0 otherwise.
Proof:
The lemma clearly holds for all T r, [a,b] with b − a = 0. For T r, [a,b] with b − a ≥ 1, the proof is completed by induction on b − a. Let T 1 denote an arbitrary T r, [a,b] with b − a = 1. By Definition 2, T 1 is a binary tree having root r and two leaf nodes whose values from left to right are a and b, respectively. Therefore, the lemma holds for all T r, [a,b] with b − a = 1, and we have a basis for the proof. As an induction assumption, we take the lemma holds for all T r, [a,b] with b − a < k. Then, by the induction hypothesis, the lemma holds for the left and right children of T k , where T k denotes an arbitrary T r, [a,b] with b − a = k (k > 1). That is, there are 2(r − a) leaf nodes whose values from left to right are a, a 
It follows that the lemma holds for all T r, [a,b] with b − a ≥ 1.
Theorem 1. Using LAIB, a consumer can always retrieve the data of a producer in a 3D continuous domain.
Proof: Let producer p and consumer c be in the grids g p and g c , respectively. The producer replicates the data to the hashed geographic locations in all grids, g, with g.x ∈ S p.x , g.y ∈ S p.y , and g.z ∈ S p.z , and the consumer retrieves the data of producer p at the hashed geographic locations in all grids, g, with g.x ∈ S c.x , g.y ∈ S c.y , and g.z ∈ S c.z . It suffices
The proofs of c2 and c3 are omitted due to their similarities with that of c1. For c1, note that the producer and the consumer construct the same replication-retrieval tree T r x ,[0,x max ] due to the observation that r x is evaluated by the type of the data together with the fact that the type of the data replicated by producer p and the type of the data retrieved by the consumer are the same. Let n p and n c be leaf nodes whose values equal g.x and g.y, respectively, in T r x ,[0,x max ] , and let n lca be the least common ancestor of n p and n c . Clearly, n lca located in both the path from n p to r x and the path from n c to r x , implying the value of n lca is in both S p.x and S c.x . It follows that S p.x ∩ S c.x ∅.
LAIB Performance Guarantee
The maximum number of grids used to replicate (or retrieve) the data is first described in Theorem 2. Subsequently, LAIB is shown to be grid-distance sensitive in Theorem 3. The expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer along the x axis, the expected length of a data replication path for a producer along the x axis, and the expected size of S p.x using LAIB are investigated in a continuous domain, where nodes are assumed to be infinitely dense in the network area, in Theorems 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Finally, the expected retrieval latency, the expected replication message overhead, the expected retrieval message overhead, and the expected replication memory overhead are studied based on Theorems 4, 5, and 6. Definition 3. Let g p , g c , g d be the grids of the producer, the consumer, and the data retrieved by the consumer, respectively. An information brokerage scheme is said to be grid-distance [a,b] with b − a = 1. Therefore, a basis for the proof of c1 exists. We assume c1 holds for all T ⌈ a+b 2 ⌉, [a,b] with b − a < k, and let T k be an arbitrary
Lemma 2. Let H(T ) denote the height of a replicationretrieval tree, T . If b
are the left and right children of T k , respec-
, completing the proof of c1. Next, it is clear that the heights of the left and right children of T r, [a,b] each are not greater than that of
Theorem 2. Using LAIB, a producer (or, consumer) replicates (or, retrieves) the data in at most
Proof: The number of grids replicated by a producer, p, and retrieved by a consumer, c, equals 
Proof: Let T Value(n lca ), [c,d] be the subtree of T r, [a,b] having root n lca . By Definition 2, the left and right children of T Value(n lca ), [c,d] 
, respectively. Because n lca is the least common ancestor of n 1 and n 2 in T r, [a,b] and Value(n 1 ) ≤ Value(n 2 ), n 1 and n 2 are located in .z) ) is the desired g r , where Value(n) denotes the value of a node, n, in a replication-retrieval tree. It suffices to show (c1) g lca is replicated by the producer and retrieved by the consumer, and (c2)
For c1, g lca is replicated by the producer because Value(n lca .x) ∈ S p.x , Value(n lca .y) ∈ S p.y , and Value(n lca .z) ∈ S p.z ; g lca is retrieved by the consumer because Value(n lca .x) ∈ S c.x , Value(n lca .y) ∈ S c.y , and
In Lemma 4 and Theorems 4, 5, and 6, the hashed geographic location is assumed to be uniformly distributed in a grid, and, unless specified otherwise, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer and the expected length of a data replication path for a producer are in units of the grid side length along the x axis. 
Proof: Let g d be the grid of the data with the minimum data retrieval path length for the consumer along the x axis.
The former case holds if the distance between the consumer and the hashed geographic location along the x axis is not greater than half of the grid side length or the g c neighboring grids along the x axis each are not in S ca .x. If the g c neighboring grids along the x axis each are not in S ca .x, then g d .x = g c .x and the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer in g c is equal to ∫ 1
, where x c and x h are random variables denoting the positions of the consumer and the hashed geographic location in g c , respectively. This implies L x (0) ≤ (
is not in S ca .x, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer in g c is equal to ∫ 1
and g e with g e .x − g c .x = −k is in S ca .x, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer in g c is equal to 
Let g c and g p be the grids of the producer and the consumer, respectively. Four cases need to be considered: r) }, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer using T r, [a,b] is the same as in the case of using T ⌈ a+r 2 ⌉, [a,r] . It is also noted that for all consumer-producer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) ∈ {(r, v)|a ≤ v < r}, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer using T r, [a,b] is equal to L x (0) since each producer replicates the data in the grid g with g.x = r, and that using T ⌈ ,[a,r] ), the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer using T r, [a,b] 
. Similarly, for all consumer-producer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) ∈ {(u, v)|r ≤ u ≤ b, r ≤ v ≤ b}, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer using T r, [a,b] 
. Since the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer over all consumerproducer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) = (r, r) using T r, [a,b] is equal to L x (0), the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer over all consumer-producer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) in c2 using T r, [a,b] is between [a,b] . Thus, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer over all consumer-producer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) in c3 using T r, [a,b] 
. Similarly, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer over all consumer-producer pairs with (g c .x, g p .x) in c4 using T r, [a,b] 
. In summary, the expected length of the shortest data retrieval path for a consumer over all consumer-producer pairs using T r, [a,b] , R x (T r, [a,b] ), is between 
Proof: Let g p and g d be the grids of the producer and the data replicated by the producer, respectively. Three cases should be considered:
r, and (c3) a ≤ g p .x ≤ b and g d .x = r. First note that for all producer-data pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) ∈ {(u, v)|a ≤ u ≤ r, a ≤ v ≤ r}, the total lengths of data replication paths using T ⌈
. It is also noted that for all producer-data pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) = (r, r) , the expected length of a data replication path using T ⌈ a+r 2 ⌉ is equal to ∫ 1
, where x p and x h are random variables denoting the positions of the producer and the hashed geographic location in g p , respectively. Similarly, for all producer-data pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) = (r − 1, r), the expected length of a data replication path using T ⌈ a+r 2 ⌉ is equal to ∫ 1 [a,b] 
. Similarly, the total lengths of data replication paths for all producerdata pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) in c2 using T r, [a,b] 
0, the expected length of a data replication path for all producer-data pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) is equal to ∫ 1
Therefore, for all producer-data pairs with (g p .x, g d .x) in c3, the total lengths of data replication paths using T r, [a,b] are equal to
. In summary, the total lengths of data replication paths using T r, [a,b] , O x (T r, [a,b] 
Theorem 6. Let N x (T ) denote the expected size of S p.x as the replication-retrieval tree T is used in LAIB. If b
. Let a subtree of a tree T consist of a node and all of its descendants in T . We claim that for a [a,b] such that v r − v l > 1. See Fig. 1 and v r − v l > 1 has a height of 3 and has 3 leaf nodes. Thus,
In the continuous domain of a cube, the lower and upper bounds of the expected retrieval latency evaluated by Theorem 4, the expected replication message overhead evaluated by Theorems 5 and 6, and the expected replication memory overhead evaluated by Theorem 6 are illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the expected retrieval latency and the expected replication message overhead are in units of the side length of the cube along the x axis. Let the cube (the network area) be divided into n 3 equal-sized cube grids. We evaluate
3 ))/n n as the expected retrieval latency and the expected replication message overhead in units of the side length of the cube along the x axis, respectively, and evaluate
as the expected replication memory overhead. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a) , the upper and lower bounds of the expected retrieval latency decreased dramatically as the number of grids increased from 1 to 64. As the number of grids increased from 64 to 4096, the upper and lower bounds of the expected retrieval latency decreased slightly and increased, respectively. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the greater the number of grids, the greater the replication message overhead and the replication memory overhead. In summary, due to the fact that the results for the expected retrieval latency or the expected replication message overhead along the y or z axis are the same as those along the x axis together with the fact that the results for the expected retrieval message overhead are the same as those for the expected replication message overhead, LAIB has shown good performance in term of the retrieval latency while ensuring moderate replication memory, replication message, and retrieval message overhead costs for a network area is divided into 64 equal-sized cube grids. 
LAIB in 3D Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
In LAIB, the replication (or, retrieval) message is routed from the producer (or, consumer) to a hashed geographic location. The primary concept of our implementation is to route the replication (or retrieval) message based on the dual graph using GRG proposed in [23] . For the convenience of presentation, the dual graph and GRG are first studied in Section 5.1. Then, the method of locating holes in the dual graph is proposed in Section 5.2. Locating holes in the dual graph is necessary for the implementation of LAIB, as described in Section 5.3.
The Dual Graph and GRG
We assume that each node, u, has a unique identifier (ID), u.ID, and all nodes have the same transmission range R. The wireless ad hoc network is represented by a unit ball graph, which denotes the intersection graph of a collection of balls of equal radius, where each ball represents the transmission area of an ad hoc node in the network. In other words, in a unit ball graph, a vertex is formed for each ball, and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding balls each contain the center of the other. The dual graph, as described in Definition 4, is obtained from a unit ball graph. In the dual graph, similar to a 3D mesh, the dual vertices are regularly located, and the degree of a dual vertex is at most 6. There are three correspondences between a unit ball graph and its induced dual graph: 1) Each dual vertex in the induced dual graph is owned by a node in the unit ball graph. 2) The induced dual graph is connected if and only if the unit ball graph is connected. 3) If the hop distance between two dual vertices is equal to 1 in the induced dual graph, then the hop distance between the owners of these two dual vertices is not greater than 3 in the unit ball graph, as l = 0.258R and ρ = 0.37R. These characteristics allow a routing protocol to be easily implemented in the dual graph. GRG routes a packet from a node, u, to a node, v, if the corresponding routing protocol in the dual graph, GRG dual , routes a packet from a dual vertex, u, owned by u to a dual vertex, v, owned by v. Throughout this paper, we assume l = 0.258R, ρ = 0.37R, and each node in the wireless ad hoc network has 3-hop neighbor information, where two nodes are (1-hop) neighbors if the geographic distance between them is not greater than R.
there is a node u ∈ V whose geographic distance from u is not greater than ρ or there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E whose geographic distance from u is not greater than √ 3 2 l, where i, j, k are non-negative integers. A dual edge, ( u, v) , is contained in E if the geographic distance between u and v equals l.
Locating Holes in the Dual Graph
The following notations are used here: (1) the dual graph location of the geographic location (a 1 · l, a 2 · l, a 3 · l) is said to be (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) , (2) the dual graph location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) is said to be smaller than the dual graph location (b 1 a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) are said to be neighboring dual graph locations if their Euclidean distance equals 1, (4) two dual vertices are said to be neighboring if they are located in neighboring dual graph locations, and (5) the dual graph location (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) where no dual vertex is located is said to be the near-neighboring hole location of the dual graph location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) if the Euclidean distance between (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and  (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is not greater than √ 2. The goal is to let each dual vertex surrounding a hole, H, obtain the dual graph location of the dual vertex, u min (H), that has the smallest dual graph location among all dual vertices surrounding H, and get all dual graph locations in H where no dual vertex is located. The implementation is described in a three-phase process. In the first phase, each dual vertex surrounding a hole, H, obtains the dual graph location of Generate a Hole Set message, M;
The initiator location in M ← (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ); 4: The hole representative in
The hop counter in M ← 1; 6: Broadcast M to the neighboring dual vertices; 7: end if 8: loop // Forward the Hole Set message received 9: if current dual vertex, u, located in the dual graph location (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) receives a Hole Set message, M, then
10:
need-broadcast ← false;
11:
Let (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) be the initiator location in M; 12: Let (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) be the hole representative in M; 13: Let hc ′ be the hop counter in M; 14: Let u min (H) be the smallest initiator location contained in the received Hole Set messages except M; 15: Let hc be the smallest hop counter contained in the received Hole Set messages containing u min (H) except M; 16: if
if (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) has a neighboring dual graph location,
, that is a neighbor of (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) and where no dual vertex is located then // Condition 1 18: The hole representative in M ← (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) ; 19: need-broadcast ← true; 20:
need-broadcast ← true; 22: end if 23: if need-broadcast == true then 24: u min (H) ← (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) ; 25: hc ← hc ′ ;
26:
The hop counter in M ← hc ′ + 1;
27:
Broadcast M to the neighboring dual vertices; 28: end if 29: end if 30: end if 31: end loop u min (H) and the hop count from u min (H), as implemented in the following. A dual vertex located in a dual graph location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) generates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices a Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) , the hole representative (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) , and a hop counter initially set to 1 if (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) has a neighboring dual graph location, (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) , where no dual vertex exists. Once a dual vertex, u, located in the dual graph location (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) receives the Hole Set message that contains the smallest initiator location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) , the hole representative (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) , and a hop counter hc, u updates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices the Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) , the hole representative (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) , and a hop counter hc + 1 if (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) has a neighboring dual graph location, (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) , that is a neighbor of (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) and where no dual vertex is located (condition 1); otherwise, u updates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices the Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ), the hole representative (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) , and a hop counter hc + 1 if (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is a near-neighboring hole location of (c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ) (condition 2). In addition, u sets the dual graph location of u min (H) to (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) and the hop count from u min (H) to hc if one of conditions 1 and 2 holds. If a dual vertex, u, receives more than one Hole Set message that contains the smallest initiator location, u broadcasts the message containing the smallest hop counter to the neighboring dual vertices. Algorithm 1 describes how a dual vertex surrounding hole H obtains the dual graph location of u min (H) and the hop count from u min (H) in a distributed manner.
Algorithm 2
1: if current dual vertex, u, located in the dual graph location (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) contains the dual graph location of u min (H),
Generate a Coor Info message, M;
The initiator location in M ← (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 );
The hole representative in
Let hc be the hop count from u min (H) to u;
7:
S ← ϕ;
for each neighboring dual vertex, v, do
, then // v and u surround the same hole H 10: Let hc ′ be the hop count from u min (H) to v; 11: if hc ′ == hc − 1 then
12:
S ← S ∪ { v}; 
Forward M ′ to a dual vertex in S ; 21: end if In the second phase, each dual vertex surrounding a hole, H, sends its dual graph location to u min (H), as implemented in the following. A dual vertex, u, surrounding a hole, H, first generates a Coor Info message containing the dual graph locations of u and u min (H), and then forwards the Coor Info message to a neighboring dual vertex surrounding hole H that has a smaller hop count from u min (H) by 1, where a dual vertex surrounds H if the dual vertex contains the dual graph location of u min (H). The Coor Info message is forwarded between dual vertices until u min (H) is reached. Algorithm 2 describes how to send the dual graph location to u min (H) for a dual vertex surrounding hole H in a distributed manner.
In the third phase, u min (H) sends all dual graph locations in H where no dual vertex is located to all dual vertices surrounding H, as implemented in the following. After u min (H) receives all Coor Info messages generated by the dual vertices surrounding H, u min (H) generates a Hole Info message containing a couple of cuboids that represents all dual graph locations in H where no dual vertex is located. The Hole Info message is broadcast to all dual vertices surrounding H in a manner analogous to that for the Hole Set message.
The Implementation of LAIB
A dual vertex located in the geographic location (a 1 · l, a 2 · l, a 3 · l) is responsible for a 3D individual area containing the geographic locations ( . As a replication (or retrieval) message needs to be routed from a geographic location, L 1 , to another geographic location, L 2 , the message is routed from a dual vertex, u, responsible for the area containing L 1 to another dual vertex, v, responsible for the area containing L 2 using the corresponding routing protocol of GRG in the dual graph, termed GRG dual , resulting in the message routed from a node, u, owning u to a node, v, owning v in the given unit ball graph. If the desired geographic location, L, is in a hole, H, u min (H) is responsible for L. As a replication (or retrieval) message encounters the dual vertex, u, surrounding H, the message is routed using GRG dual to u min (H) if the desired geographic location is in H, and to the dual vertex surrounding H closest to L otherwise. Note that in LAIB, the network area is divided into cube grids, and there may be a grid in which no node exists. If the grid in which no node exists is designated for data replication (or, retrieval) and the desired geographic location is in a hole H, the data are replicated (or, retrieved) to the node owning u min (H) in another grid.
An LAIB Example in 3D Wireless Ad Hoc Networks
In Fig. 3, dual vertices a, b, c, d , e, f , and g are located in the dual graph locations (1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1) , (1, 0, 0) , (3, 0, 0) , and (4, 0, 0), respectively, the dual graph location (1, 0, 0) is smaller compared with the dual graph locations (1, 3, 1), (2, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (3, 0, 0) , and (4, 0, 0), d has two neighboring dual vertices b and c, and the dual graph locations (2, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 1) each are the nearneighboring hole location of the dual graph location (2, 1, 1) . In the first phase of locating holes in the dual graph, because the dual graph location (2, 0, 1) is a neighbor of the dual graph location (1, 0, 1) in which c is located, c first generates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices a Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (1, 0, 1), the hole representative (2, 0, 1), and a hop counter equal to 1. After d receives the Hole Set message generated by c, d sets the dual graph location of u min (H) to (1, 0, 1) and the hop count from u min (H) to 1, and updates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices the Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (1, 0, 1), the hole representative (2, 0, 1), and a hop counter equal to 2 because condition 2 holds. Similarly, after b receives the Hole Set message generated by c from d, b sets the dual graph location of u min (H) to (1, 0, 1) and the hop count from u min (H) to 2, and updates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices the Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (1, 0, 1), the hole representative (2, 0, 1), and a hop counter equal to 3. In addition, e also generates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices a Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (1, 0, 0), the hole representative (2, 0, 0), and a hop counter equal to 1. After c receives the Hole Set message generated by e, c sets the dual graph location of u min (H) to (1, 0, 0) and the hop count from u min (H) to 1, and updates and broadcasts to the neighboring dual vertices the Hole Set message that contains the initiator location (1, 0, 0), the hole representative (2, 0, 1), and a hop counter equal to 2 because condition 1 holds. Moreover, after receiving the Hole Set message generated by e, d updates the dual graph location of u min (H) and the hop count from u min (H) to (1, 0, 0) and 2, respectively, and b updates the dual graph location of u min (H) and the hop count from u min (H) to (1, 0, 0) and 3, respectively. By the conclusion of the first phase, each dual vertex surrounding H sets the dual graph location of u min (H) to (1, 0, 0) , and the hop count from u min (H). In the second phase, c generates a Coor Info message containing the dual graph location of c and the dual graph location of u min (H) equal to (1, 0, 0). The message is forwarded to e. Similarly, b generates a Coor Info message containing the dual graph location of b and the dual graph location of u min (H) equal to (1, 0, 0), which is first forwarded to d, then to c, and finally to e. At the end of the second phase, e obtains the dual graph locations of all dual vertices surrounding H. In the third phase, e generates and broadcasts to all dual vertices surrounding H a Hole Info message containing a cuboid that represents the dual graph locations (2, 0, 0) and (2, 0, 1).
Consider a replication (or retrieval) message routed from the geographic location (0.9 l, 2.7 l, 1.3 l) to the geographic location (2.1 l, 0.3 l, 0.2 l). The message is supposed to be routed from the dual vertex located in the dual graph location (1, 3, 1) to the dual vertex located in the dual graph location (2, 0, 0). The message is first routed from a to d using GRG dual . Because d surrounds a hole, H, and no dual vertex is located in the dual graph location (2, 0, 0), the message is routed to e, u min (H), using GRG dual . Because a, d, and e are owned by nodes 2, 1, and 1, respectively, the message is routed from node 2 to node 1 using LAIB. Consider another replication (or retrieval) message routed from the geographic location (0.9 l, 2.7 l, 1.3 l) to the geographic location (3.7 l, 0.3 l, 0.2 l). The message is supposed to be routed from the dual vertex located in the dual graph location (1, 3, 1) to the dual vertex located in the dual graph location (4, 0, 0). As the message encounters d, the message finds the dual vertex surrounding H closest to the geographic location (3.7 l, 0.3 l, 0.2 l) is located in the dual graph location (3, 0, 0). Therefore, using GRG dual , the message is first routed to f , and then routed to g. Because a, d, f , and g are owned by nodes 2, 1, 3, and 3, respectively, the message is first routed from node 2 to node 1, and then to node 3 using LAIB.
Performance Evaluation
Computer simulations were used to evaluate the performance of LAIB. 500 connected networks having densities ranging from 6 to 14 were generated by randomly deploying nodes in cubes of size 16 × 16 × 16, in which the network density denotes the average number of neighbors per node, and the transmission range of a node is a sphere of radius 1. We evaluated the replication memory overhead, the replication message overhead, the retrieval message overhead, and the retrieval latency stretch in the network areas divided into 1 cube grids of size 16 × 16 × 16, 8 cube grids of size 8 × 8 × 8, 64 cube grids of size 4 × 4 × 4, 512 cube grids of size 2 × 2 × 2, and 4096 cube grids of size 1 × 1 × 1, where the replication memory overhead denoted the number of nodes that store the data during the data replication for a producer, the replication (or, retrieval) message overhead denoted the total number of hops traversed by the messages transmitted during the data replication (or, retrieval) for a producer (or, consumer), and the retrieval latency stretch denoted the ratio of the number of hops to retrieve the data of interest for a consumer to the minimum hop distance from a consumer to a producer. In addition, we also investigated the performance of LAIB in the networks with 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 voids. The voids were spheres of radius 4 and were deployed randomly. Two voids could be overlapped. The empirical data were obtained by averaging the data of 100 pairs of producers and consumers from all networks. Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation results in the networks having density ranging from 6 to 14, where no void exists in the networks. The greater the number of grids, the greater the average number of grids designated to replicate (or, retrieve) data by a producer (or, consumer). Therefore, as the number of grids increases, the replication memory overhead, the replication message overhead, and the retrieval message overhead increase. In addition, as the number of grids increases, the average minimum distance from the grid of a consumer to the grids designated to retrieve data decreases, resulting in a smaller retrieval latency stretch. As the network density increases, the replication message overhead, the retrieval message overhead, and the retrieval latency stretch decrease due to an increase in the progress distance between two nodes. In addition, in LAIB, if data are designated to be replicated in the geographic location in a hole, the data are replicated in the node owning the dual vertex having the smallest dual graph location among all dual vertices surrounding the hole. In a network with a lower density, a greater number of large holes exist, resulting in a greater number of data designated to be replicated in different geographic locations being replicated in a node, leading to a decrease in the number of the nodes that replicate data. Therefore, the higher the network density, the greater the replication memory overhead. Note that, as the network area is divided into 64 equal-sized cube grids, LAIB has good performance in term of the retrieval latency stretch while ensuring moderate replication memory, replication message, and retrieval message overhead costs, which tallies with our analysis described in Theorems 4, 5, and 6.
Results in Networks without Voids
Furthermore, though LAIB ensures that at least one grid, whose distance from the grid of the consumer is smaller than the distance from the grid of the consumer to the grid of the producer, is designated by both the producer and the consumer, the retrieval path stretch is greater than 1 in almost all cases. This observation results because the number of hops to retrieve the data of interest for a consumer is usually greater than the minimum hop distance from a consumer to a producer because the retrieval message is routed by GRG. Nevertheless, because the value of the root of the replicationretrieval tree is evaluated by the type of data, the replicationretrieval tree constructed by a producer is the same as that constructed by the consumer that is interested in the data of the producer. Therefore, in a network, the average number of grids designated to replicate data by producers is almost equal to that of grids designated to retrieve data by consumers, and the average distance between each of the grids of producers and the grids designated to replicate data by producers is almost equal to that between each of the grids of consumers and the grids designated to retrieve data by consumers, resulting in the results for the replication message overhead being very similar to those for the retrieval message overhead.
Results in Networks with Voids
Figs. 5, 6, and 7 show the simulation results concerning the replication memory overhead, the replication message overhead, and the retrieval latency stretch, respectively, in low-density (the network density = 6) and high-density (the network density = 14) networks having 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 voids. In the simulation, the retrieval message overhead was not evaluated because the results for the retrieval message overhead are very similar to those for the replication message overhead, as discussed previously. The greater the number of voids, the smaller the replication memory overhead. This result occurs because, in a network having a greater number of voids, in which a greater number of large holes exist, a greater number of data designated to be replicated in different geographic locations are replicated in a node. In contrast, as the number of voids increases, both the replication message overhead and the retrieval latency stretch increase. This is because longer replication and retrieval paths are set to bypass voids in a network having a greater number of voids. In addition, in LAIB, GRG is used to route the replication (or retrieval) message, resulting in the undulate path length of the replication (or retrieval) message in networks having voids. Therefore, as the number of voids increases, the results for both the replication message overhead and the retrieval latency stretch fluctuate more widely, compared to the results for the replication memory overhead. Furthermore, in a lowdensity network, a great number of holes exist, resulting in the undulate path length of the replication (or retrieval) message in networks having voids. Therefore, as the number of voids increases, the results for both the replication message overhead and the retrieval latency stretch in low-density networks fluctuate more than those in high-density networks.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel location-aware information brokerage scheme, termed LAIB, where the network area is divided into cube grids. As a producer acquires data (or, a consumer searches for the data of the producer), a replicationretrieval tree having the root with the value evaluated by the type of data is constructed, a polylogarithmic number of grids are designated to replicate (or, retrieve) the data using the replication-retrieval tree constructed, and the data are replicated (or, retrieved) in the hashed geographic location, which is evaluated by the type of data, in each grid designated to replicate (or, retrieve) the data. LAIB ensures that at least one grid, whose distance from the grid of the consumer is smaller than the distance from the grid of the consumer to the grid of the producer, is designated by both the producer and the consumer. So far, to the best of our knowledge, LAIB is the first retrieval-guaranteed location-aware information brokerage scheme able to ensure the retrieval latency by replicating and retrieving data in a limited number of nodes in 3D wireless ad hoc networks.
We evaluate, using simulations, the replication memory overhead, the replication message overhead, the retrieval message overhead, and the retrieval latency stretch of LAIB in networks having densities ranging from 6 to 14 in cubes of size 16 * 16 * 16 divided into 1, 8, 64, 512, or 4096 equal-sized cube grids. As anticipated, the greater the number of grids, the greater the replication memory overhead, the replication message overhead, and the retrieval message overhead, and, in contrast, the smaller the retrieval latency stretch. In addition, as the network density increases or the number of voids decreases, the replication message overhead, the retrieval message overhead, and the retrieval latency stretch decrease while the replication memory overhead increases. In our simulations, as the network area is divided into 64 equalsized cube grids, LAIB has good performance in term of the retrieval latency stretch while ensuring moderate replication memory, replication message, and retrieval message overhead costs.
Future research includes the study of merging replication (or, retrieval) messages to reduce replication (or, retrieval) message overhead while ensuring the performance in term of the retrieval latency stretch. Another research direction is to develop a retrieval-guaranteed location-aware information brokerage scheme in 3D wireless ad hoc networks, where multiple producers having the same data exist. 
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